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The horse, as a symbol of the sun, had long been a
sacred animal whose flesh, after sacrifice, was divided among the heathen
worshipers.
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The Sanctuary Publishing Company (43 West Newton Street, Boston,
Mass.) has published in its series "The Sanctuary" a monograph on MahaI'ira, who was the founder of the Jaina sect, a contemporary of Buddha and
worshiped as the last incarnation of the Jain by a sect of about one million
souls still e.xisting in India.
The representative of this religion during the
Religious Parliament of Chicago in 1903 was V. R. Gandhi.
the rival of

same

Buddha and

jNIaha-Vira

is

the followers of both attribute to their leaders the

Tathagata, the perfect one Buddha,
Samanara, the saint Arhat, the holy one but in the
course of time Siddhartha Gautama was called the Buddha, while MahaVira's title was Tirthakari or Jina. The difference between the sects consists
mainly in their underlying philosophies. Jainism believes in the purification
through asceticism while Buddhism rejects mortification of the body as useless.
Otherwise the two systems agree pretty closely in morality, charity,
and benevolence; but above all both are opposed to the ancient Brahmanist
sacrifices, and neither the Buddhists nor the Jainas submit lo the authority of
titles,
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The book is written with enthusiasm for the subject which it treats and
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